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Discover the business law and legal environment book you’ll actually enjoy reading. Time after time, readers like you have commented that
this is the most interesting introduction to law they’ve ever read. Beatty/Samuelson/Abril's BUSINESS LAW AND THE LEGAL
ENVIRONMENT, STANDARD EDITION, 9E is packed with current examples and real scenarios that bring law to life, whether you are a
business learner or practicing professional. This reader-friendly, thorough presentation uses conversational writing to explain complex topics
in easy-to-understand language. The authors draw from their experience practicing law to offer real stories that illustrate how legal concepts
apply to everyday business practice. This edition also emphasizes today's digital landscape with new information on privacy and intellectual
property. An updated ethics chapter offers a practical approach, using the latest research to explain why people make unethical decisions. In
addition, an in-depth discussion of executive compensation contrasts theory with everyday reality. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Fourth Edition of An Introduction to the American Legal System provides both historical context and thoroughly up-to-date coverage of all
aspects of American law and the legal system. Vivid examples, on-point case summaries, and hot-button issues make this text an obvious
choice for paralegal, criminal justice, political science, or legal studies courses. Key New Features Cases in Point that concisely illustrate how
the law applies in the real world Questions for discussion in every chapter that point to high-interest issues for debate Discussions of recent
U.S. Supreme Court decisions such as the Obamacare decisions, the Defense of Marriage Act decision, and key rulings on recess
appointments and First Amendment Rights Contemporary topical coverage, such as the national security legislation and whistleblowers
Updated discussions of justifiable use of force, intellectual property, abortion rights, capital punishment, and affirmative action A well-crafted
design that includes learning objectives and chapter outlines A convenient Glossary of Legal Terms and The Constitution of the United States
of America in the Appendices
Discover the business law book you’ll actually enjoy reading. Time after time, readers like you have commented that this is the most
interesting introduction to law they’ve ever read. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS LAW, 6E is packed with current examples and real
scenarios that bring law to life for today’s business learner or professional. Extremely reader-friendly, this engaging presentation uses
conversational writing to explain complex topics in easy-to-understand language. Memorable real-world stories help the authors illustrate how
legal concepts apply to everyday business practice. This edition emphasizes the digital landscape with new information on privacy and
intellectual property. An updated ethics chapter offers a practical approach, using the latest research to explain why people make unethical
decisions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The fourth edition of International Business Law and the Legal Environment: A Transactional Approach gives business and law students a
clear understanding of the legal principles that govern international business. This book goes beyond compliance by emphasizing how to use
the law to create value and competitive advantage. DiMatteo’s transactional approach walks students through key business
transactions—from import and export, contracts, and finance to countertrade, dispute resolution, licensing, and more—giving them both context
and providing real-world applications. More concise than previous editions, this new edition also features: • Added coverage of new
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technologies, such as smart contracts, digital platforms, and blockchain technology • Discussion of businesses and sustainability, climate
change, and creating a circular economy • Greater focus on UNIDROIT Principles and a review of INCOTERMS 2020 • Expansion of
common carrier coverage to include CMI trucking and CMR railway conventions • International perspective and use of a variety of national
and international law materials • Great coverage of EU substantive law Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students of business
law and international business will appreciate DiMatteo’s lucid writing style, and professionals will find this book to be a comprehensive
resource. Online resources include an instructor’s manual, PowerPoint slides, test bank, and other tools to provide additional support for
students and instructors.
Business Law offers comprehensive coverage of the key aspects of business law in a straightforward manner that is easy to understand for
non-law students. It describes and considers the full range of legal topics such as Contract, Company and Employment Law, as well as
including coverage of emerging areas such as Health and Safety and Environmental Law as they apply to business.
Discover the business law book you’ll actually enjoy reading. Time after time, readers like you have commented that this is the most
interesting introduction to law they’ve ever read. ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS LAW, 6th EDITION is packed with current examples and real
scenarios that bring law to life for today’s business learner or professional. Extremely reader-friendly, this engaging presentation uses
conversational writing to explain complex topics in easy-to-understand language. Memorable real-world stories help the authors illustrate how
legal concepts apply to everyday business practice. This edition emphasizes the digital landscape with new information on privacy and
intellectual property. An updated ethics chapter offers a practical approach, using the latest research to explain why people make unethical
decisions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This custom edition is published for Griffith University.

To supply the background law students need to succeed in business-related courses -- such as accounting, economics,
real estate, tax, business organizations, and finance -- try the text known for its effectiveness, edition after edition.
BUSINESS BASICS FOR LAW STUDENTS, Fourth Edition, explains the mechanics, concepts, and legal context of
business topics in exceptionally clear and accessible language. The book demystifies business principles through: the
combined skills of distinguished authors who draw on their teaching and writing experience to build student confidence
straightforward explanations of daunting topics (accounting, financial statements, taxes, mortgages, etc.) tailored to
students without a business background generous use of examples to convey ideas and applications a helpful list of new
terms in the appendix, conveniently keyed to the pages where they are used and explained frequent use of visual aids,
such as tax forms, financial quotes as they appear in the newspaper, tables, and graphs an accessible design featuring
lists of topics keyed to headings at the beginning of each chapter, key terms and concepts bolded for easy identification,
and frequent use of lists to clearly enumerate points and examples Thoroughly updated to respond to recent
developments, the Fourth Edition features: new material on recent scandals and reforms in the chapters on accounting,
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forms of organization, trading, and mutual funds the latest information on executive compensation extensive revisions to
the chapters on tax and retirement planning, in light of recent and proposed reforms, especially in connection with Social
Security an expanded chapter on insurance that now includes health insurance, auto insurance, and more new material
on spinoffs and other divisive reorganization in the chapter on mergers, as well as discussion of taxable and tax-free
transactions new coverage of securities regulation, antitrust, intellectual property law, and international business
transactions integrated throughout the text
Each Q&A contains 50 questions on topics commonly found on exam papers, with answer plans and comprehensive
suggested answers. The titles are written by lecturers who are also examiners, so the student gains an important insight
into exactly what examiners are looking for.
Titles in Barron’s Business Review series are widely used as classroom supplements to college textbooks and often
serve as a main textbook in business brush-up programs. Business Law focuses on the importance of legal theory in the
everyday business world, explaining such subjects as tort responsibility, government regulations, contracts,
environmental law, product liability, consumer protection, and international law, among many other topics. Also discussed
in detail are the legal aspects of partnerships, franchises, and corporations, as well as special topics that include
business crimes, property as a legal concept, intellectual property, and similar pertinent topics. A study aid labeled Key
Terms appears at the beginning of each chapter, and You Should Remember summaries are strategically interspersed
throughout the text.
Using an innovative storytelling style to bring cases and legal concepts to life, INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS LAW, 5E
presents a full range of business law topics in a series of brief, quick-reading chapters. The text delivers succinct
coverage of core business law topics, emphasizes the business applications of chapter concepts, and includes
summarized cases to illustrate the point of law. The fifth edition includes all-new chapters on LLCs and employment
discrimination, new Case Questions, and a new emphasis on social media issues throughout. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
No other text conveys such a passion for this profoundly important discipline. Delivering the material in their signature
engaging style, the authors pepper their writing with a focus on human conflict that illustrates legal issues from the
business manager's perspective. While more brief than traditional business law texts, ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS
LAW, 5TH Edition provides solid coverage of the core topics, especially contracts. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials is appropriate for the one-semester Business Law course. It contains the basics
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of business law but does not get bogged down in the kind of details that are more appropriate in an upper-level law class.
The text provides an examination of the basic questions, concepts, and legal rules of business law. Emphasis on the
BUSINESS in business law. Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials emphasizes the tie of legal issues back to the core
business curriculum. This will help both students and faculty. Faculty need to know how this is integrated as they are
constantly ‘defending’ the inclusion of this course in the business curriculum. And students need to understand how the
concepts tie to their future business careers. Emphasis on TEACHING. Many professors teaching this course are
attorneys first and academics second. They do not have a lot of time to prepare or think about how to apply this
information effectively for their business students. Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials contains a helpful instructor’s
manual, particularly for the many adjuncts teaching this course. Emphasis on CRITICAL THINKING. Neil Browne, one of
the co-authors of this text, has written a successful text on critical thinking. His framework is included in Dynamic
Business Law: The Essentials as well – to help students learn how to frame and reframe a question/issue. Critical
thinking questions are also included at the end of each case, to tie in this component even further.
Business Law 2e is the new edition of a textbook that has been positively launched into the higher education market. The
text presents business law principles in a clear and easy-to- understand style. The objective of a business law subject is
to ensure that students acquire enough knowledge of the law of business so they can recognise and solve simple legal
problems, organise their affairs in order to avoid more complex or serious legal problems, and appreciate the connection
of legal principles within a range of commercial environments. As the majority of students are required to study business
law as part of either a commerce or business degree, this textbook follows a functional approach to the study of business
law rather than doctrinal so the principles of business law are contextualised within a business environment. Business
students need to know more than what the law is, they need to know where to find it, how to read it, how to use it and
how it impacts on all facets of business. Students who use this textbook will develop a greater awareness of the law and
its broad application to business and commercial environments.
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory business courses. The book provides detailed explanations in
the context of core themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and managing change. Introduction to
Business includes hundreds of current business examples from a range of industries and geographic locations, which feature a variety of
individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and application of business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and
skills necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
This text is an accessible and student-friendly but authoritative and comprehensive textbook for students of commercial or business law.
Written specifically for HR and Business students, Introduction to Employment Law is a clear and accessible guide to employment law and
how it applies in practice. Covering everything from employment tribunals and discrimination to redundancy and termination of employment,
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this textbook doesn't assume any prior knowledge of the UK legal system and equips students with all the knowledge and skills that they
need to take forward into the workplace. Fully revised with all the latest cases and legal developments, this new edition includes coverage of
hot topics such as defining employment status in the gig economy, gender pay reporting, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and the legal implications to be considered with Britain's withdrawal from the European Union. Packed with pedagogical features to
consolidate learning including chapter objectives, tasks, 'explore further' sections, key learning points and examples to work through, as well
as a dedicated study skills chapter, Introduction to Employment Law is essential reading for all students studying the CIPD Level 5
Intermediate module in employment law as well as being a useful resource for those studying at level 3 and an accessible introduction for
level 7 and those on undergraduate and postgraduate courses needing a thorough grounding in employment law. Online resources include
lecture slides, case studies, multiple choice questions, annotated weblinks and an instructor's manual.
The updated 4th Edition of THE ENTREPRENEUR'S GUIDE TO BUSINESS LAW takes you through the various stages of starting a
business--from start-up and growth to an initial public offering--while highlighting the legal preparations and pitfalls that go along with them.
Packed with practical strategies for managing legal issues, the text presents the essentials on leaving your job, competing with a former
employer, contract law, and bankruptcy, as well as on the most current issues like clean energy, e-commerce, and the effects of the recent
recession on entrepreneurship. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Hames and Ekern's Introduction to Law , 4/e will teach students the basic legal concepts related to substantive and procedural law,
introduces them to cases, statutes, and the constitution, and develops their legal vocabulary and analytical skills. A new chapter on
constitutional law, expanded coverage of employment and environmental law, and information on technology makes this an excellent
resource for any Introduction to Law course for all disciplines of study including pre-law, legal studies, and business programs. Using this text,
your students will learn how to develop their own critical-thinking skills, read high-interest cases, expand their legal vocabulary and discuss
case law and issues impacting today's legal system.
Business Insider calls The ENTREPRENEUR’S GUIDE “perhaps the most useful business book you can ever read” and lists it among
twenty-five must-read books for entrepreneurs. THE ENTREPRENEUR’S GUIDE TO LAW AND STRATEGY, 5E examines stages of starting
a business -- from start-up and growth to public offering, while highlighting legal preparations and pitfalls. Cutting-edge examples show how
legally astute entrepreneurs can strategically increase realizable value, deploy resources, and manage risk. The book discusses leaving a
job, hiring former coworkers, competing with a former employer, workplace legislation, product liability, and bankruptcy. You examine current
issues including today’s workforce in the “gig” economy, “crowdsourcing” capital and social media, computer hacking and identity theft.
Legal discussion integrates with core strategic concepts, such as Porter’s Five Forces, the resource-based view of the firm, the value
proposition, activities in the value chain and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
With its engaging and accessible writing style, Introduction to Business Law introduces students to the key legal areas relevant to the world of
business and work. Practical examples and insights from professionals are included throughout the text to ensure understanding, while
definitions of key terms, diagrams, and case studies support students without a legal background. Covering all the essential topics addressed
on business law modules, including a new chapter on intellectual property Law, the text has been reviewed by lecturers and students to
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ensure the content gives readers the best chance of success in their studies. Online Resources The book is accompanied by a
comprehensive Online Resource Centre offering a range of resources to support teaching and learning. Student Resources DT 'Striking the
right balance' Lucy Jones describes how to get the most out of your textbook DT Suggested answers to end-of-chapter questions DT Exam
tips and advice DT Flashcard glossary of key terms DT Multiple choice questions with instant feedback DT Chapter summary notes Lecturer
Resources DT Additional assignment questions DT Group exercises DT PowerPoint slides for each chapter DT Research exercises DT Test
bank of questions for use in class assessments

A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680923018. Business Law I Essentials
is a brief introductory textbook designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of courses on Business Law or
the Legal Environment of Business. The concepts are presented in a streamlined manner, and cover the key concepts
necessary to establish a strong foundation in the subject. The textbook follows a traditional approach to the study of
business law. Each chapter contains learning objectives, explanatory narrative and concepts, references for further
reading, and end-of-chapter questions. Business Law I Essentials may need to be supplemented with additional content,
cases, or related materials, and is offered as a foundational resource that focuses on the baseline concepts, issues, and
approaches.
Business Law, 5th Edition (James et al.) is written for business students to provide a clear and accessible introduction to
the legal system. Business law courses are the first exposure to law for many business students and the first time they
are obliged to think deeply about the discipline. This updated edition presents business law in a practical context rather
than the doctrinal context that many major legal publishers use. The Business Law interactive e-text features a range of
instructional media content designed to provide students with an engaging learning experience. This includes practitioner
videos from Herbert Smith Freehills, animated work problems and questions with immediate feedback. This new edition
is a unique resource that can form the basis of a blended learning solution for lecturers.
Employment Law 4e is the most complete and accessible introduction to the subject, suitable for students from a variety
of backgrounds including HRM and business management. The expert author team combine a wealth of knowledge in
teaching, examining, and practising employment law to ensure the reader has a firm understanding of legal principles, in
both an academic and professional context. Case exhibits in every chapter illustrate employment law in action, whilst
activities test the reader's understanding of the law and its application in the real-world. Together, they enable students to
effectively develop their knowledge of current legislation and maximize their learning. In addition, a dedicated chapter on
preparing and presenting a case gives the reader a unique opportunity to demonstrate their understanding using a
fictional scenario, through which they can gain a greater insight into the challenges faced by those required to prepare
and deliver a case before an employment tribunal. As aPage
result,
Employment Law 4e is an essential textbook for students
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seeking to develop their academic and professional skills, as well as foster their understanding of a subject that directly
affects business managers and their employees. Online Resource Centre This book is supported by an integrated Online
Resource Centre. For students: - Test your understanding and receive instant feedback with our range of multiple choice
questions. - Source relevant and reliable further reading using our publications briefing resource. - Keep informed of
changes to the law with our regular updates from the authors. For registered lecturers: - Access additional case studies
and questions to support your teaching.
This book challenges the usual introductions to the study of law. It argues that law is inherently political and reflects the
interests of the few even while presenting itself as neutral. It considers law as ideology and as politics, and critically
assesses its contribution to the creation and maintenance of a globalized and capitalist world. The clarity of the
arguments are admirably suited to provoking discussions of the role of law in our contemporary world. This third edition
provides contemporary examples to sustain the arguments in their relevance to the twenty-first century. The book
includes an analysis of the common sense of law; the use of anthropological examples to gain external perspectives of
our use and understanding of law; a consideration of central legal concepts, such as order, rules, property, dispute
resolution, legitimation and the rule of law; an examination of the role of law in women's subordination and finally a
critique of the effect of our understanding of law upon the wider world. This book is ideal for undergraduate and
postgraduate students reading law.
This textbook emphasizes bridging the gap between understanding legal doctrines that impact the business environment
and how business owners and managers use legal insight to limit liability and manage risk. Its distinct approach focuses
on using teaching features, simulations, case studies, examples, and case law that is accessible and engaging because
it is specifically tailored for business students.
For upper-level undergraduate and MBA students enrolled in an international business law course. August, 5e
emphasizes the diversity and similarity of how firms are currently regulated and governed around the world.
This text provides the most rigorous analysis of business law to students taking business and finance related courses.
Building on the 30 year success of Card & James: Law for Accountancy Students, Lee Roach has taken this classic text
and developed it to create a new textbook suited to today's business student.
This market-leading textbook gives an authoritative account of international criminal law, and focuses on what the student needs to
know - the crimes that are dealt with by international courts and tribunals as well as the procedures that police the investigation
and prosecution of those crimes. The reader is guided through controversies with an accessible, yet sophisticated approach by the
author team of four international lawyers, with experience both of teaching the subject, and as negotiators at the foundation of the
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International Criminal Court and the Rome conference. It is an invaluable introduction for all students of international criminal law
and international relations, and now covers developments in the ICC, victims' rights, and alternatives to international criminal
justice, as well as including extended coverage of terrorism. Short, well chosen excerpts allow students to familiarise themselves
with primary material from a wide range of sources. An extensive package of online resources is also available.
A student-centred text ideal for those new to the study of law. It adopts a fresh approach and is packed with photographs,
diagrams and examples of how the law impacts on the business world.
The book specifically designed to familiarize law students with such business concepts as accounting, economics, real estate, tax,
business organizations and finance, fully revised for its Third Edition. This concise volume provides a solid foundation in the basic
mechanics, concepts, and legal contest of important business topics. Business Basics for Law Students is tailored To The needs
of lawyers who lack a business background: the authors draw on their experience as a casebook author and legal scholar to
achieve the proper level of discussion straightforward explanations demystify the subject generous use of examples to convey
ideas and applications a hepful list of New Terms in the Appendix is conveniently keyed To The pages in the text where they are
used and explained frequent visual aids (reproduced documents, tables, and graphs) reinforce the text lists of topics at the
beginning of each chapter uses bold type to speed identification of key terms and concepts, and presentation of many helpful lists
clearly enumerate points and examples the Third Edition responds to used feedback while it reflects changes in the field: new and
expanded coverage of residential real estate transactions, mortgages, bankruptcy, and insolvency more emphasis on valuing
stock new and improved examples throughout the text, especially for real estate financing and tax benefits increased coverage of
basic economic principles
The relevance and substance of space law as a branch of public international law continues to expand. The fourth edition of this
long-time classic in the field of space law has been substantially rewritten to reflect new developments in space law and
technology of the past ten years. This updated text includes new or expanded material on the proliferation of non-state and
commercial entities as space actors, the appearance of innovations in space technology, the evolving international law of satellite
telecommunications in a networked world, and the adoption of national laws and international soft law mechanisms that
complement the international treaty regime. In this up-to-date overview of space law, the authors offer a clear analysis of the legal
challenges that play a role in new and traditional areas of space activity, including the following: - the peaceful uses of outer space;
- protection of the space environment; - the emergence of new legal mechanisms in space law; - the role of Europe in space; telecommunications; - the commercial use of space resources; - human space flight; - small satellites; - remote sensing; and global navigation satellite systems. Additionally, the five United Nations Treaties on space are included as Annexes for easy
reference by students and professionals alike. In light of the many new developments in the field, this thoroughly updated
Introduction to Space Law provides a clear overview of the legal aspects of a wide array of current and emerging space activities.
Lawyers, policy-makers, diplomats, students, and professionals in the telecommunication and aerospace sectors, with or without a
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legal background, will find concise yet comprehensive guidance in this book that will help them understand and address legal
issues in the ever-changing field of space activities. The authors are close former collaborators of the late pioneers of space law
and authors of the earlier editions of this volume, Isabella Diederiks-Verschoor and Vladimír Kopal.
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